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Abstract
Methods based on the POMDP (Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process) framework for
planning under uncertainty rely on the knowledge about the system model and the noise models. However,
in practical cases there are always discrepancies between the models used for computation and the realworld models. This paper proposes a dynamic replanning scheme which can perform real-time replanning
as the system deviates from the desired plan or encounters any sign of such discrepancies. The main
contribution of this paper is to implement a belief space planner on a physical robot and making POMDP
methods one step closer to becoming a practical tool for robot motion planning. We demonstrate the
planning results on an i-robot create equipped with a monocular camera. Moreover, we show that not
only is the proposed method robust to model discrepancies, but also that it is robust to changes in the
environment (both in the obstacle map and information sources), as well as unforeseen large deviations
in robot’s location.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Motivating example: Consider an autonomous low-cost mobile robot, working in an office environment.
Each time it visits a goal location (or accomplishes a task), a new goal location (task) is assigned to it.
Therefore, the robot needs to change its plan according to each goal. Moreover, although in an office-like
environment most of objects are stationary, there exist objects whose state may change discretely (such
as office doors that may get open or closed). Therefore, robot needs to replan when it encounters such
changes in the environment. However, low-cost robots are not able to follow the control commands exactly
due to the motion noise and they do not have exact measurements due to the sensor noise. Threfore, this
problem calls for real-time planning algorithms in uncertain, partially observable environments, where
the state of some objects (e.g. doors) are subject to change over time. This is a typical scenario for many
service and healthcare robots operating in indoor home or office-like environments. In a broader sense,
this problem is an instance of the problem of decision making and control under uncertainty. However,
what makes the problem more difficult is the need for a robust solution that is able to replan in real-time
to cope with discrete changes in the environment, failures in sensory system, and large deviations from
the nominal plan.
POMDPs: In general, decision making and control under uncertainty is a ubiquitous challenge in many
engineering applications and, in particular, in robotics. For an autonomous robot to perform robust and
reliably, it is crucial to be able to perceive measurements through its sensors, infer its situation (state) in
the environment, and plan and take actions accordingly. However, in partially-observable environments
the state of system cannot be determined exactly due to the imperfect and noisy measurements. However,
knowing the system and sensors model as well as the probability distributions of the process and sensing
noises, a filtering module (such as a Kalman filter) can provide an estimation of the state, i.e., a probability
distribution function (pdf) over all possible system states. This pdf is also referred to as belief or
information-state. Accordingly, actions can be taken based on the belief. To formalize this procedure
and finding the optimal mapping between perceived observations and the taken action, the PartiallyObservable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) formulation is one of the most general frameworks
that formalizes this problem [1], [2].
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Challenges in solving POMDPs: There are a number of challenges in dealing with POMDPs, including
the curse of dimensionality and curse of history. Curse of dimensionality refers to the high dimensions of
the belief space. If the underlying robotic system evolves in a one dimensional discrete state space with n
states, the corresponding belief space is an n-dimensional continuous space. Moreover, if the underlying
space is continuous (which is the case for most real robotic applications), then the belief space is an
infinite dimensional space. Methods such as [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], alleviate such issues and aims at
taking POMDPs to more challenging and realistic problems.
Model Discrepancies and Environment Changes: However, when dealing with real-world physical
systems, there is another important challenge: discrepancy between the real models with the models
used for computation. These discrepancies include discrepancy in the process model (state evolution
model), the process noise model (distribution), sensor model, sensing noise model (distribution), and
the environment map. In other words, the equation used for modelling the state evolution always is a
simplification of system’s physics or the distribution used for the process noise never exactly matches
the true noise distribution. Such discrepancies can lead to deviations of the system from the desired
plan. A plausible solution for this problem is an ability to replan dynamically in real-time as the system
encounters such deviations or observes signs of discrepancy during the plan execution. Moreover, as
mentioned, real-time replanning can handle discrete changes in the environment and make the system
more robust to intermittent sensing failures.
Single-query vs. Multi-query: The main body of POMDP literature, in particular sampling-based
methods, propose single-query solvers, i.e., the computed solution depends on the initial belief [9], [10],
[11]. Therefore, in replanning (planning from a new initial belief) almost all the computations need to be
reproduces, which limits their usage in cases where real-time replanning is needed. In particular, dynamic
replanning schemes such as Receding Horizon Control (RHC), where the planning problem needs to be
solved frequently from new start points, calls for real-time policy generation which restricts the usage of
single-query methods. However, multi-query methods such as Information RoadMaps (IRM) [12], [13]
provides a construction mechanism, independent of the initial belief of the system. As a result, they are
suitable methods to be used in an RHC framework.
Contributions and highlights: In this paper we study the inclusion of IRM in the inner loop of an
RHC planner, propose an IRM based version of RHC for the stochastic setting, and design a real-time
replanning scheme in belief space. A primary emphasis of this paper is on the implementation of this
belief space planner on a physical robot. Establishing connections between FIRM and rollout policy
approach in the control theory, we propose a principled way of real-time replanning in belief space
and implement it on a physical robot. In particular, we investigate how such a real-time replanning can
generate a feedback plan that is robust to discrepancies between real models and computational models
as well as robust to changes in the environment, failures in the sensory system, and large deviations
from the nominal plan. We believe these results lay the ground work for further moving the theoretical
POMDP framework toward practical applications, and achieving long-term autonomy in robotic systems.
Paper organization: In the next subsection, we first review the related work. Then, we start with
describing the application of interest and the system set up we used in our implementations, and a
statement of the problem. After a brief review of the underlying FIRM framework (Section III), in
Section IV, we discuss how FIRM can be embedded in a rollout policy framework and propose the
dynamic replanning framework in belief space. Section V investigates the performance of the belief
space planner on a physical robot compared to deterministic planners. In Section VI, we demonstrate
real-time replanning and show its behaviour on a physical robot. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section
VII.
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A. Related Work: Real-time Replanning in Belief Space
Real-time replanning in the belief space is a vital capability in many applications, for two main reasons:
(i) the belief dynamics are usually much more random than the state dynamics, because the belief is
directly affected by the system observation. Therefore, a spurious data association (detecting a wrong
feature ID), which is a very common failure in many sensing systems (such as vision or laser range
finders), can cause huge changes in the belief. Hence, a real-time replanning is necessary to recover from
such failures. (ii) Moreover, in practical applications, discrepancies between real models with the models
used for computation is a significant source of error and cause the belief to occasionally have behaviours
different than its expected nominal behaviour. Again, by being able to replan, the robot can recover from
such belief deviations. Besides these two points, real-time replanning can help the robot to cope better
with changes in the environment as well as recover from large deviations that may occur in its location.
However, the majority of state-of-the-art methods for planning in belief space are not equipped with
real-time replanning capabilities. Sampling methods for solving belief space planning such as Belief
RoadMap (BRM) [9], LQG-MP [10], [14], or [15] are single query methods (the solution is valid for a
given initial belief). Therefore, in case of replanning from a new belief all (or most) of the computation
needs to be reproduced, which restrict their usage in cases where frequent real-time replanning is required.
Similarly, point-based methods such as [3], [6], [16], [17] are rooted in a single initial belief.
On the other hand, trajectory optimization-based methods can be used for replanning in a Receding
Horizon Control (RHC) scheme. In an RHC scheme (as will be detailed in Section IV), the optimal
trajectory is computed within a limited horizon. Then only the first step of the trajectory is executed
and the rest of it is discarded. From the new point, then, the optimal trajectory is recomputed and this
process is repeated until the system reaches the goal region. The RHC framework is originally designed
for deterministic systems and its extension to stochastic systems and belief space planning is still an open
problem. A direct approach is to replace the uncertain quantities (such as noises) with their nominal values
(e.g., zero, for zero-mean Gaussian noises), and then treat the stochastic system as a deterministic one
and use it in a RHC framework. Methods such as [18], [19], [20], [21], and [22] fall into this category
and are among the trajectory optimization-based methods that can be/are used in RHC framework, with
an additional assumption that the future observations are deterministic. However, in such an approach
the optimization is carried out only within limited horizon, and therefore the system may locally choose
good actions but after a while find itself in a region with high costs. Moreover, removing the stochasticity
of the system state (or belief) may lead to unreliable plans. In this paper, we propose a methods based
on the rollout policy and FIRM framework that address these issues. In other words, in the proposed
belief space planning method, we consider all possible future (random) observation. Moreover, we pick
the FIRM plan as the base policy of the rollout policy method and thus incorporate the cost-to-go beyond
the optimization horizon into the planning. We detail this approach in Section IV.
II. TARGET A PPLICATION AND S YSTEM S ET U P
We start by discussing the application of interest and the system set up used in our implementation.
Accordingly, in later sections when we discus the theoretical framework, we can tie it to the physical
system on which we are implementing the method.
The goal of the experiments: The ultimate goal of these experiments is to have a belief space planner
that can handle the uncertainties associated with a typical low-cost robot in an office-like environment. We
use an iRobot Create platform (Figure 2), on which a Dell Latitude laptop with an on-board camera and
wireless networking capability is mounted. As will be discussed further below, landmarks are installed in
the environment. Robot can get noisy measurements of the relative range and bearing to landmarks. The
desired behaviour for the planner is to guide the robot to the goal through the parts of the environment
where robot can better localize itself and hence better avoid collisions. However, most importantly, we
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need the planner to be able to replan in real-time so that it can cope with deviations resulted from model
discrepancies, changes in the environment, large disturbances, and sensor failures.
Scenario: To design and evaluate a planner with the mentioned properties, we consider a scenario,
where the robot needs to operate in an office environment. We conduct an experiment where robots
need to reach a goal, and each time it reaches a goal, a new goal is submitted by the user. During this
long run the robustness of the method is investigated with respect to (i) changing obstacles, such as
doors, and moving people, (ii) changes in the goal location, (iii) deviations due to missing information
sources, and (iv) kidnap situations (significant sudden deviation in robots location). During the run, there
are many situations where robot needs to replan: It needs to replan each time a new goal is submitted
and moves toward the new goal. Also, the robot encounters changes in the obstacle map. For example
it encounters doors that are in a different state than they were supposed to be. Similarly, it encounters
moving people. Observing these changes, the robot updates its map and replans in real-time and updates
its policy accordingly. Moreover, the robot may be “kidnapped” by a person to an unknown location
during the run. Thus, the robot needs to recover from this catastrophic situation. Finally, the robot may
deviate from its nominal location due to temporary failures in the sensing system. In all these cases a
real-time replanning scheme can help robot to recover from the situation and accomplish toward its goal.
In the rest of this section, we first discuss the environment used for experiments. Then, we discuss the
robot model and the sensory system.
A. Environment
The specific environment for conducting experiments is the fourth floor of the Harvey Bum Bright
(HRBB) building at the Texas A&M University campus in College Station, TX. A floorplan can be seen
in Fig. 1. The floor spans almost 40 meters of hallways whose width are almost 2 meters, which is
distinguished in yellow and blue in Fig. 1. The main experiments are conducted in the region which
is highlighted in blue in Fig. 1, part of which contains a large cluttered office (room 407). This area
has interesting properties that makes the planning more challenging: (i) As is seen in Fig. 1, there are
several doors in this office (407) which may be opened or closed. Two of these doors (front-door and
back-door) are shown in Fig. 1. Besides, (ii) there are objects such as trash-cans in this environment
which usually get displaced and block some of the landmarks in the environment. This is an instance of
missing information sources. Finally, (iii) people are moving in this area. Therefore, a reactive behaviour
may displace the robot from its planned path, which introduces another challenge for the high level
planner.
B. Robot Model
The robot utilized in our experiments is the i-robot create mobile robot (See Fig. 2). The robot can be
modelled as a unicycle whose kinematics is as follows:
√


xk + (Vk δt + nv √δt) cos θk

xk+1 = f (xk , uk , wk ) =  yk + (Vk δt + nv δt)
(1)
√ sin θk ,
θk + ωk δt + nω δt
where xk = (xk , yk , θk )T describes the robot state, in which (xk , yk )T is the 2D position of the robot
and θk is the heading angle of the robot, at time step k . Control commands are the linear and angular
velocities uk = (Vk , ωk )T . We use Player robot interface [23] to send these control commands to robot.
Motion noise: The motion noise vector is denoted by wk = (nv , nω )T ∼ N (0, Qk ), which mostly
arose from uneven tiles on the floor, wheel slippage, and inaccuracy in the length of time control signals
need to be applied. Experimentally, we found out that the in addition to the fixed uncertainty associated
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Front-door of
407 region

Fig. 1.

Back-door of
407 region

Floorplan of the environment, in which experiments are conducted.

with the control commands there exists a part of noise that is proportional to the signal strength. Thus,
we model the variance of process noise at the k -th time step as


(ηVk + σbV )2
0
Qk =
(2)
0
(ηωk + σbω )2
where, in our implementations we have η = 0.03, σbV = 0.01m/s, σbω = 0.001rad = 0.057deg.

Fig. 2.

A picture of robot (i-robot create) in the operating environment. Landmark can be seen on the walls.
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Hardware-software interface: The connection between the planner and with the robot hardware is
established through the Player robot interface [23].
C. Sensing Model
For sensing purposes, we use the on-board camera existing on the laptop. We perform a vision-based
landmark detection based on ArUco (a minimal library for Augmented Reality applications) [24]. Each
landmark is a black and white pattern printed on a letter-size paper. The pattern on each landmark follows
a slight modification of the Hamming code, and has a unique id, so that it can be detected robustly and
uniquely. Landmarks are placed on the walls in the environment (see Fig. 2) at the same height with
the camera (robot is moving in a 2D space). The absolute position and orientation of each landmark in
the environment is known. The ArUco library performs the detection process and presents the range and
bearing relative to each visible landmark along with its id. Therefore, if we denote the j -th landmark
position in the 2D global coordinates as j L, we can model the observation as a range-bearing sensing
system:
j

zk = [kj dk k, atan2(j d2k , j d1k ) − θ]T + j v,

j

v ∼ N (0, j R),

where j dk = [j d1k , j d2k ]T := [xk , yk ]T − Lj .
Measurement noise: Random vector j v models the measurement noise associated with the measurement
of the j -th landmark. Experimentally, we found out that the intensity of measurement noise increases
by the distance from the landmark and by the incident angle. Incident angle refers to the angle between
the line connecting the camera to landmark and the wall, on which landmark is mounted. Denoting the
incident angle by φ ∈ [−π/2, π/2], we model the sensing noise associated with the j -th landmark as a
zero mean Gaussian, whose covariance is


(ηrd kj dk k + ηrφ |φk | + σbr )2
0
j
(3)
Rk =
0
(ηθd kj dk k + ηθφ |φk | + σbθ )2
where, in our implementations we have ηrd = 0.1, ηrφ = 0.01, σbr = 0.05m, ηθd = 0.001, ηθφ = 0.01,
and σbθ = 2.0deg.
Full vector of measurements: At every step robot observes a subset of landmarks, which fall into its
field of view. Suppose at a particular step robot can see r landmarks {Li1 , · · · , Lir }. The concatenation
of visible landmarks is the total measurement vector that is denoted by z = [i1 z T , · · · , ir z T ]T and due
to the independence of measurements of different landmarks, the observation model for all landmarks
can be written as z = h(x) + v , where v = [i1 v T , · · · , ir v T ]T . Thus, the full measurement noise vector
is drawn from v ∼ N (0, R), where R = diag(i1 R, · · · , ir R).
D. Planning Under Uncertainty
Available data for decision making: In the presence of noises wk and vk , the exact value of system
state is not known. The only data that is available for decision making at the k -th time step (i.e.,
generating uk ) is the observations we have got and the controls we have applied up to that time step,
i.e., Hk = {z0:k , u0:k−1 } = {z0 , z1 , · · · , zk , u0 , · · · , uk−1 }.
State estimation: However, relying on the probability distribution of these noises, a filtering module can
provide information about the system state in the form of the probability distribution over all possible
system states given the observations and actions, bk = p(xk |Hk ), which is referred to as belief or
information-state. It is well-known that in Baysian filtering, belief can be computed recursively merely
based on the last action and current observation bk+1 = τ (bk , uk , zk+1 ) [25],[26]:
Z
bk+1 = αp(zk+1 |xk+1 ) p(xk+1 |xk , uk )bk dxk =: τ (bk , uk , zk+1 ).
(4)
X
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where, α = p(zk+1 |Hk , uk )−1 is the normalization constant. As a result of filtering, the action uk can
be taken based on the belief bk using a policy (planner) πk , i.e., uk = πk (bk ).
One-step-cost: To find the best planner, we need to define the objective of planning. We consider
the localization uncertainty, control effort, and elapsed time as different elements constituting our cost
function.
c(bk , uk ) = ζp Pk + ζu kuk k + ζT (1).

(5)

where
P is the estimation covariance as a measure of localization uncertainty, i.e., Pk = X x2 bk dx −
R
( X xbk dx)2 . Norm of control signal kuk k denotes the control effort, and the (1) is present in the cost
to model the 1-step time elapse. Coefficients ζp , ζu , and ζT are user-defined task-dependent scalars to
combine these costs toward the desirable behaviour. In the presence of constraints (such as obstacles in the
environment), we first assume that the task fails if the robot violates these constraints (e.g., collides
with
P
obstacles). Therefore, in case of failure, the running-sum of costs (cost-to-go), i.e., J(F ) = ∞
c(b,
u)
0
t
is set to a suitably high cost-to-go.
POMDP problem and challenges: The problem of planning under uncertainty is defined as finding a
sequence of policies π0:∞ = {π0 (·), π1 (·), π2 (·), · · · }, where πk maps any given bk to the optimal action
uk . Stationary policy πs is a special case in this notation, where π0 = π1 = π2 = · · · = πs . This problem
can be formally defined as:
R

π0:∞ = arg min E
Π0:∞

∞
X
k=0

c(bk , uk ) = arg min E
Π0:∞

∞
X

c(bk , πk (bk ))

(6)

k=0

where, Πk is the space of all possible policies at time step k , i.e., πk ∈ Πk . Note that the expectation
operator E is present in the formulation since the belief evolves randomly (due to the randomness of the
observation) and thus the cost is random. The problem in (6) is referred to as the POMDP (PartiallyObservable Markov Decision Process) problem or more precisely belief-MDP (belief-Markov Decision
Process). Solving the belief-MDP problem is a computationally intractable procedure, in particular over
the continuous state, action, and observation spaces.
Solving POMDPs in real-time: The more difficult problem is to solve the POMDP problem in real-time
as needed to cope with changes in the models or map (the case in our application). In the next section, we
briefly review the Information RoadMap (IRM) to reduce POMDPs to a tractable problem, and later in
Section IV, we discuss how IRM can be exploited to make it possible to re-solve POMDPs in real-time.
III. FIRM OVERVIEW
In this section, we briefly review the Information RoadMap (IRM) framework [12], [13]. We also
discuss the concrete realization of the FIRM constructed for conducting the experiments.
Information RoadMaps (IRM): An Information RoadMap is a framework to reduce the intractable
belief-MDP problem to a tractable belief-MDP problem over a representative graph in the belief space.
IRM generates a graph in the belief space, and accordingly it reduces the policy space Π to a representative set of policies. Inspired by Probabilistic Roadmap Methods (PRMs) where the solution path is a
concatenation of local paths, in Information RoadMaps (IRM) the solution policy is a concatenation of
local policies. Each node in IRM is a small region in the belief space. We denote i-th node by B i ⊂ B.
Each edge in IRM is a local controller. In FIRM (Feedback-based IRM), each edge (local controller) is
a feedback controller, whose goal is to drive the belief into the target node of the edge. We denote the
edge (controller) between nodes i and j by µij .
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Having such a graph in belief space, we can form the belief-MDP on the IRM graph:
g
π0:∞

= arg min
E
g
Π0:∞

E
= arg min
g
Π0:∞

∞
X
n=0
∞
X

C g (Bn , µn )
C g (Bn , π g (Bn ))

(7)

n=0

where, Bn is the n-th FIRM node we visit during the plan execution, and µn is the local controller taken
at Bn . C g (B, µ) is the generalized cost, which is defined as the cost of taking the local controller µ at
node B . In the following we discuss all these elements detailed for our specific implementation.
Stabilizers: To construct a FIRM graph, we first need to sample a set of stabilizers. Each stabilizers
is a feedback controller whose role is to drive the belief into a FIRM node. It is a well known that a
controller in a partially-observable environment (where our problem resides) consists of a filter and a
separated controller [27]. Filter governs the belief evolution and the separated-controller generates the
control signal based on the available belief at each time step [27]. In the following, we discuss the filter
and the separated controller we use in the current implementations. In this work, to sample stabilizers,
we first sample a set of points V = {vi } in the problems state space and then associated with each point
we construct a stabilizer.
Filter of stabilizer: We use Kalman filter for localization (estimating the robot’s state), which takes
into account both uncertainty in robot’s motion and uncertainty in sensory measurements. Consider the
stabilizer associated with the sampled point v. Since during stabilization the system is around the target
point and aims at reaching the target point v, we adopt the Stationary Kalman Filter (which is constructed
by linearizing the system about the target point v) as the stabilizer’s filter. Let us denote the system
linearized at the target point v by:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + Gwk ,
zk = Hxk + M vk ,

wk ∼ N (0, Q),

vk ∼ N (0, R),

(8)
(9)

+
Then, denoting Gaussian beliefs with their mean and covariance bk ≡ (x
b+
k , Pk ), the filtering equation in
(4) during the stabilization process reduces to:
 

 +  
x
bk+1
+ Buk + Kk+1 (zk+1 − H(Ax
b+
+ Buk ))
Ax
b+
τ1 (x
b+
, uk , zk+1 )
k
k
k
=
≡ τ (bk , uk , zk+1 ),
=
bk+1 ≡
+
τ2 (Pk+ )
Pk+1
(I − Kk+1 H)(APk+ AT + GQGT )
(10)

where Kk is called the Kalman gain at the k -th time step and is computed as follows:
Kk+1 = (APk+ AT + GQGT )H T (H(APk+ AT + GQGT )H T + M RM T )−1 .

An important observation one can make from Eq. (10) is that if the (A, H) pair is an observable pair
+
[25], the difference equation evolving the covariance matrix, i.e. Pk+1
= τ2 (Pk+ ), has a fixed point. In
other words, the covariance converges to a stationary covariance Ps+ that can be obtained through solving
Ps+ = τ2 (Ps+ ), which is indeed a Discrete Algabraic Riccati Equation (DARE), whose solution can be
computed efficiently [28]. It is important to note that the stationary covariance Ps+ does not depend
on the choice of the separated-controller as long as the separated controller can keep the system close
enough to the target node such that the linearized model in Eq. (8) is valid. However, if due to a large
noise or any other reason system goes far from the target point, the dynamic replanning will take care
of the deviation as will be discussed in later sections.
Separated-controller of stabilizer: A separated-controller µ is responsible to generate the control signal
based on the available belief, i.e., uk = µ(bk ). The i-robot create is a nonholonomic robot and is modelled
as a unicycle (see Section II-B). Since the covariance is already approaching to its stationary value, The
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separated-controller needs to only act on the mean value and drives it toward the target point v. Therefore,
we can use a variety of controllers designed for stabilizing nonholonomic systems, e.g., [29], [30], and
[31]. However, it is worth noting that the mean value gets affected by random observations (see τ1 in
Eq. (10)), and thus it is impossible to take it to an exact point in the belief space; However, defining
a ball around the target point v, the controller can take the mean value into this ball in a finite time
(note that the observation noise has a zero mean). As a result, the adopted controller needs to perform
well under such uncertainties, which limits our choices. In our experiments, we implemented different
controllers such as polar coordinate-based controllers [32], or Dynamic Feedback Linearization-based
controller [29], [33] and observed their behaviours under uncertainty. However, the best results we got
was through a goal-seeking controller. The implemented goal-seeking controller computes a sequence
of open-loop controls that can drive the system from the current mean value to the target node in the
absence of noise. Then, we apply a truncated version of this control sequence (first five controls in our
implementations - only one control is not enough due to the nonholonomicity of the system). After
applying the truncated sequence of controls, the controller recomputes the open-loop control sequence
and repeats this procedure (similar to RHC) until the mean value reaches the target region.
FIRM nodes: Since the covariance matrix approaches the stationary covariance Ps+ and the mean value
reaches to a region around the target point v, we can define the belief b̀ ≡ (v, Ps+ ), whose neighborhood
is reachable under the constructed stabilizer. Therefore, we define the corresponding FIRM node as:
B = {b : kb − b̀k ≤ }

(11)

where, k · k denotes a suitable norm on the belief space and  defines the node size. Characterizing a
FIRM node for each sampled node vi , we get a set of FIRM nodes {B i }. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
steps in sampling FIRM nodes.
Algorithm 1: Sample FIRM Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

input : A sample in state space v
output : A FIRM node B
Construct (sample) the stabilizer (both filter τ (·; v) and separated-controller µ(·; v)) associated with
the state sample v;
Solve Ps+ = τ2 (Ps+ ) to compute stationary covariance;
Construct belief sample b̀ ≡ (v, Ps+ );
Construct FIRM node B = {b : kb − b̀k ≤ };
return B ;

FIRM Edges: FIRM edges are feedback controllers that take belief from a FIRM node to another FIRM
node. If nodes are dense, nodes in the vicinity of the node v will fall into the basin of attraction of its
associated stabilizer. Therefore, for a dense graph stabilizers are indeed the graph edges. However, for a
sparse graph, a stabilizer may not be sufficient to take the belief from a node to its neighboring node.
In such a cases, we precede the stabilizer with a feedback controller that is designed to track a nominal
trajectory that connects underlying nodes. In our implementations, we use time-varying LQG controller
to track a nominal trajectory (with a finite length N ) that connects, say, vi to vj , and when it finishes
tracking (i.e., after N steps), we switch to stabilizer associated with vj to drive the belief to the FIRM
node B j . We denote the concatenation of the (i, j)-th edge controller and the j -th stabilizer as µij and
call it (i, j)-th local controller or (i, j)-th FIRM edge. Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps in FIRM node
connection phase.
Generalized Costs and Transition Probabilities: To find the costs associated with FIRM edges, we add
up one-step costs along the edge (i.e., during the execution of the local controller). In other words, the
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Algorithm 2: Connect FIRM Nodes
1 input : Two FIRM nodes B i , B j
2 output : FIRM edge µij
Nv
3 Retrieve underlying PRM nodes vi , vj and Sample PRM nodes V = {vj }j=1
and construct its
ij
edges E = {e };
ij
4 Design the edge controller (time-varying LQG) µk along the edge eij ;
ij
j
5 Construct the local controller µij by concatenating edge controller µk and node controller µs ;
6 Set b0 = bic ;
7 Generate sample belief paths b0:T and ground truth paths x0:T induced by controller µij invoked at
Bi;
8 Compute the transition probabilities Pg (F |B i , µij ) and Pg (B j |B i , µij ) and transition cost
C g (B i , µij );

cost of (i, j)-th edge is defined as:
ij

g

i

ij

C (B , µ ) = E

T
X

c(bk , µij (bk ))

(12)

k=1

To compute this expectation and to find the transition probabilities associated with FIRM edges, we
M
run the controller on an ensemble of particles. For the (i, j)-th edge, we sample M beliefs {bm
0 }m=1
i
from the FIRM node B and run the controller on them. The average of particles’ cost approximates the
expectation in (12), and the number of successful particles divided by the total number of particles M
approximates the success probability along the edge P(B j |B i , µij ). Algorithm 3 summarizes the FIRM
graph generation phase.
Algorithm 3: Construct FIRM Graph
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

input : Two FIRM nodes B i , B j
output : FIRM graph G
ij
Generate a PRM in the state space with nodes V = {vj }N
j=1 and edges E = {e };
V = ∅;
M = ∅;
forall the vi ∈ V do
B i =Sample FIRM node(vi );
V ← V ∪ {B i };
forall the eij ∈ E do
µij =Connect FIRM(eij );
M ← M ∪ {µij };
Construct M = {µij };
return G = {V, M};

Graph feedback: Constructing FIRM nodes {B i }, FIRM edges {µij }, edge costs C g (B i , µij ), and
edge probabilities P(B i , µij ), we can formulate a dynamic programming on the FIRM graph to solve
the FIRMPMDP defined in Eq. (7). Let us denote the optimal cost-to-go on the graph as J g (B0 ) =
g
g
minΠg E ∞
n=0 C (Bn , π (Bn )). Also, let us treat the failure event (collision with obstacles or any event
that leads to not reaching to a FIRM node under the local controller) as reaching to a hypothetical FIRM
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node B 0 . Therefore, the failure probability on each edge is denoted by P(B 0 |B i , µij ) as follows:
J g (B i ) = min{C g (B i , µ) +
µ

where, the failure cost-to-go, i.e.,

J g (B 0 )

N
X

P(B γ |B i , µ)J g (B γ )}

(13)

γ=0

is set to a suitably high cost-to-go.

Algorithm 4: (Re)plan from

10

input : Start belief b0 , Graph Cost-to-go J g (·), FIRM nodes V = {B i }, Success probabilities
P success (·)
output : Next Local Controller µ∗
Find r neighboring nodes N = {B i }ri=1 to b0 ;
Set J ∗ (B) = ∞;
for B ∈ N do
Construct local planner µ from b0 to B ;
Compute the transition cost C(b0 , µ) and probability P(B|b0 , µ);
if C(b0 , µ) + P(B|b0 , µ)J(B) + (1 − P(B|b0 , µ))J(F ) < J ∗ (B) then
J ∗ (B) = C(b0 , µ) + P(B|b0 , µ)J(B) + (1 − P(B|b0 , µ))J(F );
µ∗ = µ ;
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return µ∗ ;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Remark: If the desired factor is the success probability only, one can initialize the success probability
from b0 to 0; i.e., P ∗ (b0 ) before the for loop in Algorithm 4. Then, the one can replace the condition
in line 7 of Algorithm 4 by P(B|b0 , µ)P success (B) > P ∗ (b0 ) and add the condition update statement
P ∗ (b0 ) = P(B|b0 , µ)P success (B) into the for loop.
Algorithm 5: (Re)plan to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

input : Goal state vgoal , FIRM Graph G = {V, M}
output : FIRM feedback π g
B goal = Sample FIRM node(vgoal );
Add B goal to the FIRM graph; i.e., V ← V ∪ {B goal };
Connect B goal to its r nearest neighbors usign edges {µ(i,goal) }. Also, M ← M ∪ {µ(i,goal) };
Compute the cost-to-go J g and feedback π g over the FIRM nodes by solving the MDP in Eq. (14);
return π g ;

IV. DYNAMIC R EPLANNING IN B ELIEF S PACE
In this section, we discuss how we can perform dynamic replanning in belief space utilizing Information
RoadMaps (IRM). The dynamic replanning mechanism is based on the Limited Receding Horizon Control
(RHC) and Rollout Policy (ROP) [25] framework.
A. Dynamic Replanning for Fully-Observable Systems
In this section, we aim to design a principled scheme for real-time replanning in the belief space that
can cope with large deviations and changes in the environment map.
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First, recall that in controlling uncertain systems, the goal is to find a sequence of policies π0:∞ (·) =
{π1 (·), π2 (·), π3 (·), · · · }. (A stationary policy πs is a special case where we have π1 = π2 = · · · = πs .)
Therefore, the original problem of stochastic control with perfect state information is defined as:
Problem 1. (MDP) The problem of stochastic control with perfect state information or the Markov
Decision Process (MDP) problem is defined as the following optimization over the policy space:
π0:∞ (·) = arg min
Π0:∞

s.t.

∞
X

E [c(xk , πk (xk ))]

k=0

xk+1 = f (xk , πk (xk ), wk ),

wk ∼ p(wk |xk , πk (xk ))

(14)

RHC for fully observable stochastic systems: Receding horizon control (often referred to as rollinghorizon or modelpredictive control) was originally designed for deterministic systems (to cope with model
discrepancy). For stochastic systems, where the closed-loop (feedback) control law is needed, formulation
of the RHC scheme is an open problem [34], [35], [36], [20]. In the most common form of RHC [25]
the stochastic system is approximated with a deterministic system by replacing the uncertain quantities
with their typical values (e.g., maximum likelihood value.) For the zero-mean Gaussian noises, the
maximum likelihood value for noise is zero. Therefore, for planning purposes, the approximated system
is xk+1 = f (xk , uk , 0). At every time step, the RHC scheme performs a two-stage computation. At the
first stage, the RHC scheme for deterministic systems solves an open-loop control problem (i.e., returns
a sequence of actions u0:T ) over a fixed finite horizon T as follows:
u0:T = arg min
U0:T

s.t.

T
X

c(xk , uk )

k=0

xk+1 = f (xk , uk , 0).

(15)

In the second stage, it executes only the first action u0 and discards the rest of actions in the sequence
u0:T . However, due to the model discrepancy (f is not exact), system state may end up in a different
location than its nominal trajectory. Subsequently, RHC performs these two stages from the new point
(state is assumed to be observable in deterministic setting). In other words, RHC computes an open loop
sequence u0:T from this new state, and this process continues until the state reaches the goal location.
Following algorithms recaps this procedure.
Algorithm 6: RHC for fully-observable stochastic systems
1
2
3
4
5

input : Initial state xcurrent ∈ X, Xgoal ⊂ X
while xcurrent ∈
/ Xgoal do
u0:T = Solve optimization in Eq.(15) starting from x0 = xcurrent ;
Apply the action u0 to the system;
Observe and update the current state xcurrent ;

Issues with RHC: There are some obvious issues and pitfalls regarding the presented RHC framework:
(i) First, due to the limited horizon and ignoring the cost-to-go beyond the horizon, the method may get
stuck into pitfalls by choosing actions that guides the robot toward “favorable” states (with low cost) in
the near future proceeding with a set of “unfavorable” states (with a high cost) in a long run. Also, (ii),
the presented form of RHC ignores the stochasticity of the system within horizon, which may lead to
inaccurate approximation of the cost and unreliable control actions. To overcome these issues, researchers
have proposed variants of RHC and different frameworks, such as Rollout policy, based on the idea of
repeated planning [25].
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Rollout policy for observable stochastic systems: Another class of methods to reduce the complexity
of the MDP problem in Eq.(14) is the class of Rollout policies [25], which are more powerful methods
than the described version of RHC for two reasons: (i) They search for a sequence of policies (instead
of open-loop controls) within the horizon, and do not approximate the system with a deterministic one.
(ii) Moreover, they use a suboptimal policy, called the based policy, to compute a cost-to-go function Je
that approximates the true cost-to-go beyond the horizon. In other words, at each step of rollout policy
scheme, the following closed-loop optimization is solved:
" T
#
X
e T +1 )
π0:T (·) = arg min E
c(xk , πk (xk )) + J(x
Π0:T

s.t.

k=0

xk+1 = f (xk , πk (xk ), wk ),

wk ∼ p(wk |xk , πk (xk ))

(16)

Then, only the first feedback control law π0 is used to generate the control signal u0 and the rest of
policies are discarded. Similar to the RHC, after applying the first control, a new sequence of policies is
computed from the new point. The rollout algorithm is detailed as follows:
Algorithm 7: Rollout algorithm for fully observable stochastic systems:
1
2
3
4
5

input : Initial state xcurrent ∈ X, Xgoal ⊂ X
while xcurrent ∈
/ Xgoal do
π0:T = Solve optimization in Eq.(16) starting from x0 = xcurrent ;
Apply the action u0 = π(x0 ) to the system;
Observe and update the current state xcurrent ;

Although rollout policy efficiently reduces the computational cost compared to the original MDP
problem, it is still formidable to solve since the optimization is carried out over the policy space (such
an optimization is exceedingly difficult, in particular over continuous space, control, and observation
spaces). Moreover there should be a base policy that provides a reasonable cost-to-go Je. These problems
are more difficult in the belief space as we will discuss in the next subsection. Then, we provide an
“IRM-based rollout policy scheme” that can be applied to the perfect information case as well.
B. Dynamic Replanning for Partially-Observable Systems
In this section, we discuss the extension of the RHC and Rollout policy to the belief space to design
a principled scheme for real-time replanning in the belief space that can cope with large deviations and
changes in the environment map.
First, recall that in controlling uncertain systems with perfect state information, the goal is to find a
sequence of policies π0:∞ (·) = {π1 (·), π2 (·), π3 (·), · · · }. (A stationary policy πs is a special case where
we have π1 = π2 = · · · = πs .) Therefore, the original problem of stochastic control with imperfect state
information is defined as:
Problem 2. (POMDP) The problem of stochastic control with imperfect state information or the PartiallyObservable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) problem is defined as the following optimization over
the policy space:
∞
X
π0:∞ (·) = arg min
E [c(bk , πk (bk ))]
Π0:∞

s.t.

k=0

bk+1 = τ (bk , πk (bk ), zk ),
xk+1 = f (xk , πk (bk ), wk ),

zk ∼ p(zk |xk )
wk ∼ p(wk |xk , πk (bk ))

(17)
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RHC in belief space: Receding horizon control (often referred to as rollinghorizon or modelpredictive
control) was originally designed for deterministic systems (to cope with model discrepancy). For stochastic
systems, where the closed-loop (feedback) control law is needed, formulation of the RHC scheme is an
open problem [34], [35], [36], [20]. In the most common form of RHC [25] the stochastic system is
approximated with a deterministic system by replacing the uncertain quantities with their typical values
(e.g., maximum likelihood value.) In belief space planning the quantity that injects randomness in belief
dynamics is the observation. Thus, one can replace the random observations zk with their deterministic
maximum likelihood value z ml , where zkml := arg maxz p(zk |xdk ) in which xd is the nominal deterministic
value for the state that results from replacing the motion noise w by zero, i.e., xdk+1 = f (xdk , πk (bdk ), 0).
The deterministic belief bd is then used for planning in the receding horizon window. At every time step,
the RHC scheme performs a two-stage computation. At the first stage, the RHC scheme for deterministic
systems solves an open-loop control problem (i.e., returns a sequence of actions u0:T ) over a fixed finite
horizon T as follows:
u0:T = arg min
U0:T

s.t.

bdk+1
ml
zk+1

T
X

c(bdk , uk )

k=0

ml
= τ (bdk , uk , zk+1
)

= arg max p(z|xdk+1 )
z

xdk+1 = f (xdk , uk , 0)

(18)

In the second stage, it executes only the first action u0 and discards the rest of actions in the sequence
u0:T . However, since the actual observation is noisy and is not equal to the z ml , the the belief bk+1 will
be different that bdk+1 . Subsequently, RHC performs these two stages from the new belief bk+1 . In other
words, RHC computes an open loop sequence u0:T from this new belief, and this process continues until
the belief reaches the desired belief location. Following algorithms recaps this procedure.
Algorithm 8: RHC for Partially-observable stochastic systems
1
2
3
4
5
6

input : Initial belief bcurrent ∈ X, Bgoal ⊂ B
while bcurrent ∈
/ Bgoal do
u0:T = Solve the optimization in Eq.(18) starting from bd0 = bcurrent ;
Apply the action u0 to the system;
Observe the actual z ;
Compute the belief bcurrent ← τ (bcurrent , u0 , z);

State-of-the-art methods such as [22] and [37] utilize the RHC-in belief space. This framework is also
called Partially-closed loop RHC (PCLRHC) [22] since it partially exploits some information about the
future observations (i.e., z ml ) and does not fully ignore them.
Issues with RHC: There are some issues regarding the presented RHC framework: (i) First, due to the
limited horizon and ignoring the cost-to-go beyond the horizon, the method may get stuck into pitfalls by
choosing actions that guides the robot toward “favorable” states (with low cost) in the near future followed
by a set of “unfavorable” states (with a high cost) in the long run. Second, (ii) the presented form of
RHC ignores the stochasticity of the system within horizon, which may lead to inaccurate approximation
of the cost and unreliable control actions. To overcome these issues, researchers have proposed variants
of RHC and different frameworks, such as the “rollout policy”, based on the idea of repeated planning
[25].
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Rollout policy in belief space: Another class of methods that aim to reduce the complexity of the
stochastic planning problem in Eq.(14) is the class of rollout policies [25], which are more powerful than
the described version of RHC in the following senses: (i) They search for a sequence of policies (instead
of open-loop controls) within the horizon, and do not approximate the system with a deterministic one.
(ii) They use a suboptimal policy, called the “base policy”, to compute a cost-to-go function Je that
approximates the true cost-to-go beyond the horizon. In other words, at each step of the rollout policy
scheme, the following closed-loop optimization is solved:
" T
#
X
e T +1 )
π0:T (·) = arg min E
c(bk , πk (bk )) + J(b
Π0:T

s.t.

k=0

bk+1 = τ (bk , πk (bk ), zk ),

zk ∼ p(zk |xk )

xk+1 = f (xk , πk (bk ), wk ),

wk ∼ p(wk |xk , πk (bk ))

(19)

Then, only the first control law π0 is used to generate the control signal u0 and the rest of policies are
discarded. Similar to the RHC, after applying the first control, a new sequence of policies is computed
from the new point. Rollout algorithm is detailed as follows:
Algorithm 9: Rollout algorithm in Belief Space:
1
2
3
4
5
6

input : Initial belief bcurrent ∈ B, Bgoal ⊂ B
while bcurrent ∈
/ Bgoal do
π0:T = Solve optimization in Eq.(19) starting from b0 = bcurrent ;
Apply the action u0 = π(b0 ) to the system;
Observe the actual z ;
Compute the belief bcurrent ← τ (bcurrent , u0 , z);

Although the rollout policy in the belief space efficiently reduces the computational cost compared to
the original POMDP problem, it is still formidable to solve since the optimization is carried out over
the policy space. Moreover there should be a base policy that provides a reasonable cost-to-go Je. In the
following, we propose a rollout policy in the belief space based on the IRM-based cost-to-go.
IRM-based Rollout Policy: In IRM-based rollout policy, we adopt the IRM policy as the base policy
of the rollout algorithm. Accordingly, the cost-to-go of the IRM policy will be used as the cost-to-go
beyond the horizon. Now, if we have a dense FIRM graph such that FIRM nodes partition the belief
space, i.e., ∪i B i = B, then at the end of horizon, the belief bT +1 belongs to an IRM node B , from which
the IRM cost-to-go is available. However, in practice, when the IRM nodes cannot cover the entire belief
space, we need to make sure that the truncated policy can drive the belief into an IRM node at the end of
horizon. However, since the belief evolution is random, we may not be able guarantee the belief reaches
an IRM node at the end of a deterministic horizon T . Therefore, instead of truncating the policy over
time, we truncate the policy over the belief and leave the horizon length to be random (denoted by T )
as follows:
" T
#
X
e T +1 )
π0:∞ (·) = arg min E
c(bk , πk (bk )) + J(b
e
Π

s.t.

k=0

bk+1 = τ (bk , πk (bk ), zk ),
xk+1 = f (xk , πk (bk ), wk ),
j

bT +1 ∈ ∪j B ,

zk ∼ p(zk |xk )
wk ∼ p(wk |xk , πk (bk ))

(20)
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where for bT +1 ∈ B j we have
e T +1 ) = J g (B j )
J(b

(21)

e is a restricted set of policies under which the belief will reach an IRM node B j in finite
where Π
e and π = {π1 , π2 , · · · }, then for finite T , we have
time (possibly random). More rigorously, if π ∈ Π
j
P(bT +1 ∈ ∪j B |π) = 1, i.e., belief will enter into a FIRM node under π after finite time. In other
e . However,
words, the last constrained in (20) is redundant as it is already satisfied by the definition of Π
it is explicitly written in (20) to emphasize this constraint. Also, it is worth noting that the IRM-based
e (Equation (21)).
cost-to-go J g (·) plays the role of the cost-to-go beyond the horizon J(·)
Therefore, in solving IRM-based rollout policy problem, we aim at finding a sequence of policies that
ends up in a FIRM node and minimizes the cost in (20). To find this optimal policy, we parametrize the
e and perform the minimization over the parameter space. For our particular system, the
policy space Π
policy is considered to be a concatenation of a tracker µk (a controller to track a nominal trajectory) and
a stabilizer µs (a controller that stabilize the belief to a fixed belief):
π(·; {xd0:n , v}) = {µk (·; xd0:n ), µs (·; v)}

(22)

The tracker is parametrized by a nominal deterministic trajectory xd0:n . The role of tracker is to drive the
belief to the vicinity of a belief node (IRM node). The stabilizer is parametrized by a nominal state v.
The role of stabilizer is to drive the belief into the IRM node.
The particular tracker and stabilizer we have adopted in our implementation are the same as tracker
and stabilizer used along the edges (described in Section III). If the current belief is b0 = (x
b+
0 , P0 )
+
d
j
j
we fix x0 = x
b0 . Then, for each IRM node B , we retrieve the corresponding state node v (based on
b̀j = (vj , P j ) (see Section III)) and fix xdn = vj . Accordingly, aim to find the optimal vj and intermediate
deterministic states and controls xd0:n , ud0:n that satisfy system equations, xdk+1 = f (xdk , udk , 0).
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS ON P LANNING WITH PRM AND FIRM
In this section, we discuss the results of PRM and FIRM-based motion planning on a low-cost i-robot
create equipped with a laptop. The integrated web-camera (monocular) is used to observe the landmarks.
The goal of this section is to show how FIRM, as a belief space planner, guides the robot through regions
with less collision probability, and more information, to better localize the robot.
The environment is shown in Fig. 3. Blue regions are obstacles and black regions are free space.
Landmarks are shown by small white diamonds. The start and goal locations for the motion planning
problem are marked in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the goal location is inside room 407 (see Fig. 1) and the
start is close to the front door. In the following, we compare the performance (success probability) of
the MAPRM (Medial-Axis PRM), a conventional configuration space planne,r with the performance of
FIRM.
MAPRM-based planning: As one of the best variants of PRM, when it comes to the collision avoidance,
we construct Medial-Axis PRM (MAPRM) in this environment [38]. The resulting PRM is shown in Fig.
3. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there exists a homotopy class of paths through the front door of the room
407 as well as a homotopy class of paths through the back door of the room, between the start and
goal nodes. From Fig. 3, it is obvious that the path through the front door is shorter. Moreover, the path
through the front door has a larger obstacle clearance (larger minimum distance from obstacles along the
path) compared to the path through the back door (since the back door is half open). Therefore, based
on conventional metrics in deterministic settings, such as shortest path or maximum clearance, MAPRM
chooses the path through the front door over the path through the back door. The feedback tree that
results from solving DP in this case is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the DP guides the robot to go
through the front door.
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MAPRM path execution: To execute the plan generated from PRM, we use time-varying LQG controllers to keep the robot close to the nominal path (solution of the PRM-based planning). However,
due to the lack of enough information along the nominal path, the success rate of this plan is low, and
the robot frequently collides with obstacles along the path as the robot is prone to drift. The success
probability along the nominal path is computed by a Monte Carlo simulation (100 runs) and is equal to
27% (27 runs out of 100 runs were successful).
FIRM-based planning: As can be seen in Fig. 3, the distribution of information is not uniform in
the environment. The density of landmarks (information sources) along the path through the back door
is more than the landmarks along the path going through the front door. Incorporating the information
distribution in the environment in planning leads to a better judgement of the narrowness of passages. For
example in this experiment, the path through the front door seems to be shorter than the path through the
back door. However, considering the information sources the success probability of traversing through
the back door is more than the success probability of traversing through the front door. Such a knowledge
about the environment is reflected in the FIRM cost-to-go and success probability in a principled rigorous
framework. As a result, it generates a policy that suits the application, taking into account the uncertainty,
and available information in the environment. Solving a DP problem on the FIRM graph gives a feedback
as shown in Fig. 5, which results in an 88% success probability.
Starting
point

Shortest path

goal
point

Back-door
is half open

Safest path

Fig. 3. The environment including obstacles (blue regions), free space (black region), and landmark (white diamonds) are
shown in this figure. An MAPRM graph approximating the connectivity of free space is also shown. The start and goal points
(for the experiments in this section) are distinguished by crosses in the light blue.

VI. ROBUSTNESS E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we examine and discuss the robustness properties of the FIRM-based RHC framework
for stochastic systems. We first look into the case where the obstacle map is subject to change. Then,
we investigate the robustness to missing information sources and large deviations. Finally, we consider
repeated changes in the goal location, along with the types of changes mentioned above and demonstrate
the method’s performance on a more complex scenario.
A. Robustness to Changes in the environment: obstacles and information sources
In this section, we investigate the robustness of the proposed algorithm to the changes in the obstacles’
map. In this experiment we demonstrate the robustness of the proposed belief space planner to changes
in the environment, implementing the method on a physical robot. In this sense, it takes an important
step toward making belief space planners a practical tool in robotics. Moreover, in this experiment, we
also show the robustness of the method to missing information sources (landmarks).
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Fig. 4. The feedback tree generated by solving DP on MAPRM is shown in yellow. From each node there is only one outgoing
edge (in yellow), computed by DP, guiding the robot toward the goal (See Fig. 3). Arrows in pink coarsely represent the direction
on which the feedback guides the robot.

Fig. 5. The feedback tree generated by solving DP on FIRM is shown. As can be seen the computed feedback guides robots
through the more informative regions that leads to more accurate localization and less collision probabilities. Arrows in pink
coarsely represent the direction on which the feedback guides the robot.

Type of obstacles and map changes: In our experiments, we consider three types of obstacles. The first
set of obstacles (most of the map) are static obstacles such as walls. The second class of obstacles are the
ones that discretely change their state such as doors in the environment (open and closed state). The last
class of objects are people standing or moving in the environment. It is worth noting that dealing with a
fully dynamic environment is not a goal of this paper. To handle moving obstacles (people) we assume
there exists a reactive planner at a lower level that suppresses the belief space planner in the vicinity of
obstacles. Accordingly, after moving away from the moving obstacle, the robot may be deviated from
its nominal plan and thus the belief space planner has to replan to recover from such deviations. The
main focus of the following experiments is to demonstrate how our method can replan in real-time
when encountered with changes in the environment map. Obviously, dealing with agile obstacles or fully
dynamic environment requires development of the more sophisticated reactive planners and is beyond
the scope of this paper.
Scenario: As the first experiment, we consider the environment shown in Fig. 1. The start and goal
locations are shown in Fig. 6(a). We construct a PRM in the environment ignoring the changing obstacles
(assuming all doors are open and there are no people in the environment). Leveraging PRM to FIRM and
solving dynamic programming on it, we get the feedback tree shown in Fig. 6(a) that guides the robot
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to go through the back door of room 407. However, the challenge is that the door may be closed when
robot reaches it, and there may be people moving in the environment. Moreover, for different reasons
(such as blur in the image or blocked landmarks by people or different objects), we may miss detecting
landmarks temporarily during the run.
Obstacle detection: We assume that the robot is equipped with a sensor that detects the obstacles in
the vicinity of the robot. Such a perception can be performed by a Laser Range Finder (LRF). However,
designing the perception module is not a concern of this paper, and since our robot is not equipped with
an LRF, we use a simple method in our experiments to detect objects. We stick a small marker with
a specific ID on moving objects (doors or people shoes). When the robot observes these landmarks, it
realizes that there is an obstacle in the vicinity of the robot. To handle such a change in the obstacle
map and replan accordingly, we use the “lazy feedback evaluation” algorithm outlined below.
Lazy feedback evaluation: To adapt the proposed framework to the changing environment, we rely on
lazy evaluation methods. Inspired by the lazy evaluation methods for PRM frameworks [39], we propose
a variant of the lazy evaluation methods for evaluating the generated feedback tree. The basic idea is that
at every node the robot re-evaluates only the next edge (or the next few edges up to a fixed horizon) that
robot needs to take. By re-evaluation, we mean it needs to re-compute the collision probabilities along
these edges. If there is a significant change in the collision probabilities, the dynamic programming is
re-solved and a new feedback tree is computed. Otherwise, the feedback tree remains unchanged and the
robot keeps following it. Such a lazy evaluation (computing the collision probabilities for a single edge
or a small number of edges) can be performed in real-time. The method is detailed in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10: Lazy Feedback Evaluation (Lazy Replanning)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

input : Feedback tree π g , current belief bcurrent
output : Updated feedback tree, π g
Update the obstacles map;
if there is a change in map then
F ← Retrieve the sequence of nominal edges returned by feedback up to horizon l;
forall the edges µ ∈ F do
Re-compute the collision probabilities Pnew (B, µ) from the start node B of edge;
if exists µ ∈ F such that |Pnew (B, µ) − P(B, µ)| > α then
P(B, µ) ← Pnew (B, µ);
π g ← Replan(bcurrent );
return π g ;

forgetting time: Imagine a case where the robot is in a room with two doors. Suppose after checking
both doors, the robot realizes they are closed. In such cases to persuade the robot to recheck the state of
doors, we reset the door state to “open” after a specific amount of time as if the robot forgets that the
door was “closed”. In our experiments, the forgetting time for doors is 10 minutes, and the forgetting
time for other moving obstacles is about 10 seconds.
Results on physical robots: Figure 6(b) shows a snapshot of our run when the robot detects the change
signal, i.e., detects the door is in a different situation than its recorded situation in the map. As a result
robot updates the obstacle map as can be seen in Fig. 6(b) (Door is closed). Accordingly, robot replans;
Figure 6(b) shows the feedback tree resulted from replanning. As can be seen, the new feedback guides
the robot through the front door since it detects the back door is closed. The full video of this run
provides much more detail and is available in Appendix I.
Comparison with state-of-the-art: It is important to note that it is the graph structure of FIRM that
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makes such a replanning feasible in real-time. The graph structure of FIRM allows us to locally change
the collision probabilities in the environment without affecting the collision probability of the rest of the
graph (i.e., properties of different edges on the graph are independent of each other). It is important to
note that such a property is not present in any other state-of-the-art belief space planner, such as BRM
(Belief Roadmap Method) [9], or LQG-MP [10]. In those methods, collision probabilities and costs on all
edges (number of possible edges is exponential in the size of underlying PRM) need to be re-computed.
Robot’s view
(Back door is open)
Goal point

Feedback goes
through the back door

Robot’s location
External view

(a)
Back-door is closed

Goal point

An obstacle is added to
the doorway

Robot’s location
Replanning leads to a feedback
that goes through the front door

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) The back door is open at this snapshot. The feedback guides the robot toward goal through the back door. (b) The
back door is closed at this snapshot. Robot detects the door is closed and updates the obstacle map (adds door). Accordingly
robot replans and computes the new feedback. The new feedback guides the robot through the front door.

Missing landmarks: We may also miss detecting some information sources. For example, people may
block the landmarks temporarily. Also, in our physical experiments, we observed that the rugged parts of
floor, which leads to a lot of jitter in robot’s motion, can make the captured images blurry. Thus, in those
regions we may miss some landmarks intermittently (this is an example of discrepancy in computational
models and physical models). Also, we constantly encountered objects (such as trash cans) that have
been moved and block some of the landmarks. This phenomenon can also be a common issue for service
robots.
Replanning criteria: Experimentally, we found out that the effect of missing information sources in
the environment usually manifest in two ways: (i) an increase in stabilization time, or (ii) a deviation
from the underlying nominal PRM edge. Therefore, we check both these conditions at each step and if
either of them is satisfied, we use the replanning algorithm from the current belief. The current belief
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(initial belief for replanning) usually have a larger uncertainty due to the missing information sources,
and thus replanning can take into account this growth in the uncertainty.
B. Robustness to large deviations
In this subsection, we investigate the robustness of the proposed framework in dealing with large
deviations in robots position. As a more general form of this problem, we consider the kidnapped robot
problem.
Kidnapped robot problem: “In robotics, the kidnapped robot problem commonly refers to a situation
where an autonomous robot in operation is carried to an arbitrary location.” [40]. “This problem is
commonly used to test a robot’s ability to recover from catastrophic localization failures” [40]. This
problem introduces different challenges such as (i) how to detect kidnapping, (ii) how to localize the
robot, and (iii) how to control the robot to accomplish its goal. Our main focus, here, is on the third part,
i.e., how to replan in belief space from the new point in the belief space after recovering from being
kidnapped.
Detecting kidnapped situation: To detect the kidnapped situation, we constantly monitor the innovation
signal zek = zk − zk− (the different between the actual observations and predicted observation). To define
the specific measure of innovation, we use in our implementation, recall that the observation at time
step k from the j -th landmark is the relative range and bearing of the robot to the j -th landmark, i.e.,
j z = (j r , j θ ). The predicted version of this measurement is shown by j z − = (j r − , j θ − ). We monitor
k
k
k
k
k
k
the following measures of the innovation signal:
rek = max(|j rk − j rk− |),
j

θek = max(dθ (j θk , j θk− ))
j

(23)

where dθ (θ, θ0 ) returns the absolute value of the smallest angle that maps θ onto θ0 . Passing these signal
through a low-pass filter, we filter out the outliers (temporary failures in the sensory reading). Denoting
the filtered signals by rk and θk , we monitor the conditions rk < rmax and θk < θmax . If both of them are
satisfied, we follow the FIRM feedback (i.e., we are in the Feedback Following Mode (FFM)). However,
violation of any of these conditions means that the robot is constantly observing high innovations, and
thus it is not in the location that it was supposed to be (i.e., it is kidnapped). Further below we show the
innovation signal for a sample run on a physical robot. In our implementations, we consider rmax = 1
(meters) and θmax = 50 (degrees).
Information Gathering Mode (IGM): Once it is detected that the robot is kidnapped, we first replace
the estimation covariance with a large covariance (to get an approximately uniform distribution over the
state space). Then, we enter the Information Gathering Mode (IGM), where we take very small and
conservative steps (e.g., turning in place or taking random actions with small velocities) to get some
known measurements. Once the robot gets a few measurements, the localization module corrects the
estimation value and innovation signal reduces. When conditions rk < rmax and θk < θmax are satisfied
again, we quit the information gathering mode.
Post-IGM replanning: After recovering from being kidnapped, controlling the robot in belief space is a
significant challenge as the system can be far from where it was supposed to be. However, using FIRM,
the robot just needs to go to a neighboring node from this new point. Since the FIRM graph is spread in
the belief space, there is no need for costly replanning procedure. Indeed, the only required computation
is to evaluate the cost of edges that connect the new start point to the neighboring FIRM nodes.
Results on physical robots: Figure 7 shows a snapshot of a run that contains two kidnapping and
illustrates the robustness of the planning algorithm to the kidnapping situation. The start and goal positions
are shown in Fig. 7. Feedback tree (shown in yellow) guides the robot toward the goal through the front
door. However, before reaching the goal point robot gets kidnapped in the hallway (cf. Fig. 7) and placed
it in an unknown location within the 407 office (cf. Fig. 7). The first jump in 8 shows this deviation.
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Once the robot recovers from being kidnapped (i.e., when both innovation signals in Fig. 8 fall below
their corresponding thresholds), a replanning from the new point is performed. This time feedback guides
the robot toward the goal point from withing room 407. However, again before robot reaches the goal
point, it is kidnapped and placed in an unknown location (see Fig. 7). The second jump in the innovation
signals in Fig. 8 corresponds to this kidnapping.

Second
placement point

First
placement point

Second
Goal point kidnap point

Starting point

First kidnap point

This figure shows the set up for the experiment containing two kidnapping.

max. bearing innovation (degrees)

max. range innovation (meters)

Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. This figure shows the innovation signals rbk and θbk during this run. When both of the signals are below their specified
thresholds rmax and θmax (dashed red lines), robot follows the FIRM feedback. Otherwise, the system enters the information
gathering mode.
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C. A Longer and more complex experiment:
Robustness to changing goals, obstacles, and landmarks and to large deviations
In this section, we emphasize the ability of the system to perform long-term tasks consists of visiting
several goals. The replanning ability allows us to change the plan in real-time as the goal location changes.
In this experiment, we consider a scenario in which users submit a new goal for robot to reach after it
reaches its currently assigned goal. The robot needs to visit these goals, while it frequently encounters
changes in the obstacle map (open/closed doors and moving people) as well as missing information and
kidnapped robot situations. Thus, the robot needs to perform a lot of real-time replannings in belief space
to cope with such frequent changes. The video (as detailed in Appendix I) shows robots performance in
this long and complex scenario.
Front door

Front door

Goal 1

Second
kidnap point

Third

P
1

First kidnap
point

Goal 2 placement point

Goal 3

Trash
can

Person blocking
the door

Back door

Second
placement point

Standing
people

Third kidnap
point

First placement
point

Fig. 9. This figure shows the set up for the longer experiment with a sequence of goals as well as intermediate events and
changes in the environment map.

In the following, we provide an itemized description of the specific steps involved in this run based
on Fig. 9. Also, we discuss different changes in the environment that robot needs to cope with, along the
way to accomplishing its goals. All of the following steps can be seen more clearly in the accompanying
video (see Appendix I).
1) Robot starts at the starting point shown in Fig. 9 and aims to reach goal 1 as shown in Fig. 9. Goal
1 is inside the room 407. FIRM returns a feedback tree that guides the robot through the back door
of 407 (cf. Fig. 9).
2) Robot goes through the narrow passage introduced by the back door (it is half-open). However,
before reaching the goal it gets kidnapped (the first kidnap point as shown in Fig. 9). The robot is
placed in an unknown location (shown in Fig. 9 by first placement point.)
3) Observing new landmarks the robot detects that it has been kidnapped. Accordingly it adds a new
node to graph and replans in real-time. As a result, the feedback guides the robot toward the goal
point through the back door again.
4) However, in the meantime the back door has closed and when the robot reaches the vicinity of the
back door, it detects that the door is closed. Therefore, it updates its map by closing the door (i.e.
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5)

6)
7)
8)

9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

putting an obstacle at the doorway). Note that the robot will open the door (remove the obstacle)
in its map after the forgetting time of 10 minutes. Accordingly, robot replans a feedback tree that
guides the robot through the front door toward the goal point.
Along the way people are moving in the hallway and inside the 407 office. Thus, robot replans
accordingly in real-time as it encounters the people. Moving people are ignored but the standing
people and static obstacles such as trash can (see Fig. 9) temporarily get added to the map as
obstacles. Replanning several times to cope with such changes, the robot goes through the front
and inner doors and reaches the goal point inside the 407 office.
After reaching the goal point, another goal (second goal in Fig. 9) is assigned to the robot.
Replanning for reaching this goal leads to a feedback tree that guides the robot through the inner
door, and front door, toward goal 2.
However, as the robot reaches the vicinity of the inner door, it detects the door has been closed.
Therefore, it updates its map and replans accordingly. The replanning leads to a feedback tree
that guides the robot toward goal 2 through the back door. Again, along the way robot encounters
moving people in the office 407 and in the hallway.
However, before reaching the goal point, robot gets kidnapped at the “second kidnap point” as
shown in Fig. 9. The robot is placed at a really far-off point (the “second placement point”). Once
the robot detects it is kidnapped, it replans and moves slower to gather information. Detecting
landmarks, it reduces its uncertainty and continues going toward the goal point.
After reaching the goal point, the next goal (i.e., third goal) is assigned to the robot (see Fig. 9).
Replanning for this goal, leads to a feedback that guides the robot through the front door.
However, when robot reaches the front door, it encounters a person standing in the doorway.
Accordingly, it replans and decides to go through the back door.
On the way to the back door, it is again displaced at the “third kidnap point” and placed at the
“third placement point”.
This time due to the forgetting time, the replanning leads to a path through the front door (person
is not there anymore).
Again robot follows the feedback and achieves its goal.
VII. C ONCLUSION

This paper proposes a robust method for planning in belief space that can efficiently replan in realtime. Such replanning is a key ability in coping with (i) discrepancies between real world models
and computational models, (ii) changes in the environment and obstacles, (iii) large deviations, and
(iv) changes in the information sources. Implementing a belief space planner on physical robots and
demonstrating the robustness to such discrepancies that occur in practice, this method takes an important
step in making POMDP methods applicable to real world robotic applications.
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A PPENDIX I
I NDEX TO MULTIMEDIA E XTENSION
The multimedia extensions to this article can be found on-line by following the hyperlinks in Table I.
TABLE I
I NDEX TO MULTIMEDIA E XTENSION
Extension

Media type

Description

link

1

video

Narrow passage: Result video for executing the FIRM plan, corresponding
to the environment in Fig.3

link

2

video

Longer complex experiment: Result
video for a long operation of the robot
with FIRM, which shows the robustness of the method to changes in the
goal location, changes in doors, moving people, missing landmarks, and
large disturbances.

link

